CCJ3-OG INFORMATION PAPER

Operation Chamberlain

1. Subject: CJTF-7 Future Operations (Operation Chamberlain)

2. Discussion: The end of the former regime has led to an increase in freedom of movement entering and exiting Iraq. This movement consists of legitimate travel (i.e. commerce, religious pilgrimages) as well as illegitimate movement (i.e. criminal, infiltration). Major Subordinate Commanders (MSCs) are seeing an increase in attacks by terrorists and foreign fighters throughout the ITO. COMCJTTF-7 has directed Operation Chamberlain to interdict the infiltration of these elements.

   - Mission: On order, CJTF-7 conducts offensive operations to defeat terrorists and foreign fighters attempting to infiltrate into the AOR in order to create a safe and secure environment.

   - Purpose: Create a secure and stable environment that allows the transition of operations to Iraqi manned border points capable of maintaining the territorial integrity of Iraq.

   - Key Tasks:
     1) Identify infiltration routes, C2 assets, and logistics support infrastructure that support infiltration.
     2) Facilitate the establishment of Iraqi manned border points capable of denying infiltration through legitimate Points of Entry (POE).
     3) Destroy the C2 and logistics support infrastructure that supports the infiltration of terrorists and foreign fighters into Iraq.
     4) Disrupt the flow of terrorists and foreign fighters into Iraq and engage terrorists and foreign fighters in areas of our choosing.

   - End State:
     1) Enemy C2 and logistics nodes destroyed.
     2) Border Patrol Security (BPS) posts that are capable of interdicting the flow of terrorists and foreign fighters through POE.
     3) Terrorists and foreign fighters unable to reinforce existing forces in Iraq.

   Operation Chamberlain is currently in the COA Development step of the MDMP. The target date for issuing the FRAGO is 18 SEP. The execution date scheduled for 22 SEP 03.

3. Recommendation: None, for information only.
Iraq Security Forces Training Status (Update)

- **Purpose:** Answer DepSecDef question on training status of Iraqi security forces.

- **Training Status:** "On-duty" figures below reflect the number of individuals operating with Coalition forces.

  - **New Iraqi Army - NIA:**
    - On Duty: 0
    - In Training: 732
    - Planned: 27,000 (Sep '04)

    - First battalion began eight-week training program on 7 Aug at Kirkush Military Training Center; graduation 9 Oct.
    - Coalition Military Assistance Training Team, which is organic to the Ministry of National Security and Defense, is responsible for training.
    - An additional about 2988 recruits hired and awaiting training.

  - **Iraqi Civil Defense Corps - ICDC:**
    - On Duty: 1,518
    - In Training: 1,626
    - Planned: 17,766 (Feb '04)

    - Elements of six battalions (of 21 planned) in 14-21 day training program (cultural / ethical behavior and weapons familiarization).
    - Each Coalition Division (4 x US, 2 x multinational) conducts training using CJTF-7 assets.
    - An additional 4630 recruits hired and awaiting training.

  - **Iraqi Police Service - IPS:**
    - On Duty: 49311
    - In Training: ~200 TIP training
    - Planned: 65714 (Dec '05)

    - An additional 5,334 rehired police are not yet on duty due to lack of equipment and/or facilities.

- CPA intent is for rehires to attend a 3-week Transitional Integration Program (TIP) that addresses human rights and public service issues. 1493 officers have completed TIP training. The current class of ~200 began on 16 Aug in Baghdad, and CPA plans for additional training sites to be started in Mosul and Basra by Fall 2003.

- Additionally, CPA plans for new recruits to attend an 8-week academy at Taszar, Hungary. The recruiting and training plan is under development. Currently awaiting a decision from CPA as to where the academy(ies) will be located, latest word is that Taszar is no longer an option.

  - **Facilities Protection Service - FPS:**
    - On Duty: 14,819
    - In Training: 547
    - Planned: 21,636 (Dec '03)

    - 11,756 trained out of the 14,819 on duty.
    - The 547 individuals "in training" are also included in the 14,819 "on duty".
    - CJTF-7 began initial training program 7 Jun. Divisions are responsible for training until on or about 21 Oct.
    - CJTF-7 is coordinating the transition of all FPS functions (hiring, training, and employing) to the CPA ministries.

  - **Iraqi Border Guards - IBG:**
    - On Duty: 2754
    - In Training: 0
    - Planned: 7086

    - 2754 trained out of 2754 on duty.

    - 3,000 more to be hired in 2003 with an endstate of ~6,000 border police on the border. This number does not include customs and immigration inspectors who will be hired and trained starting in the beginning of October. Also not included are administrative personnel in regional headquarters. This number should equal ~3,000 by 1 January 2004.
15 day program -- 10 days conducted by military personnel from the divisions and 5 days for customs and integration training by military personnel from the divisions who received customs and immigration training this past July, plus other specialized training, as determined by the Ministry of Interior.

- (U) Recommendation: None. For information only.
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